


Photography, along with your emotions, will be the only memory that will accompany you for eternity.

PRIMAVERA STUDIOS



Tiago Marques 910 933 534 ou +39 349 77 63 276 (via whatsapp, messenger or similar)
www.primaverastudios.eu | pr@primaverastudios.eu

Bio

The Primavera Studios team is formed by two photographers (Tiago Marques, Tania De 
Pascalis) graduated in Milan at NABA University “Nuova Accademia delle Belle Arti” in the 
field of Photography and Art Direction.

The Primavera Studios brand has been working in photography since 1967 and has been a 
pioneer in the field in Portugal. The service, just like the products, are presented and taken 
care of in all its details.

The portfolio displayed on the website (www.primaverastudios.eu) reveals our working 
method. Creativity is the result of the collaboration and trust that is created between the 
team and our customers.





What includes? 

Photo coverage of the event.

One or two photographers, depending on the event and number of guests.

Logistics and transportation of equipment.

Complete photographic service, JPG format, delivered in digital format in the elegant box
Pocket (Images above).

Personal web-gallery with all photos of the day restricted to guests only. All photos are 
downloadable in high quality for print.

Wedding Day           1.600,00 € 

What includes?

Printing and handling 40 images of size 15x20cm delivered in the elegant BlackBox.

Black Box            120,00 € 



What includes? 

Editing and processing 80 to 100 images that will be applied to the album.

Custom 30-sheet album (60 pages) in 40x30cm horizontal format, 30x40cm vertical or 
30x30cm square.

Digital Album           400,00 € 

What includes? 

Editing and handling about 60 images that will be applied to the album.

Fine Art Album of 20 sheets (40 pages) in format 30x30cm square.

What’s Fine Art?

The album Fine Art is a project developed by our team, made up of several clipped pass-
pieces where are placed the photos.

The Fine Art album fits perfectly for the newlyweds who want a unique product typology 
with the elegance of the “new” classic.

Fine Art Album           800,00 € 



What includes?  

Schedule, photographic coverage and creative direction of the day.

One or two photographers, depending on the project.

Logistics and transportation of equipment.

Editing and handling about 20 images.

Complete photographic service, JPG format, delivered in digital format in the elegant 
Pocket box (the same as the wedding in case of both services).

What do we do in a engagement shooting?

The Dating Session is born with the purpose to saving memories of a significant period of 
life.Together, we search for a place that can express in the best way your emotions.

With Dating Session we can make creative and funny memories.

This project has even more advantages that can make difference on the wedding day. 
For those who have never make a professional shooting,  is a great opportunity to gain 
confidence with the camera and incrase trust with us. An advantage that makes all the 
difference to face the wedding day with another tranquility.

Engagement shooting            250,00 € 





What includes?

Schedule, photographic coverage and creative direction of the day.

One or two photographers, depending on the project.

Logistics and transportation of equipment.

Editing and handling about 20 images.

Complete photographic service, JPG format, delivered in digital format in the elegant 
Pocket box (the same as the wedding in case of both services).

What do we do in a trash the dress shooting?

The Trash-the-Dress or Post-Marriage session is an excellent choice for the most 
adventurous couples. It gives the possibility to build great memories in a relaxed 
environment and without limitation of time or “responsibility”.

There is only one rule: HAVE FUN!

For those who have the courage to dress back the wedding dress, it becomes a very fun 
time!

If you want a special and different memory, this shooting can be a great opportunity!

Trash the dress shooting            250,00 € 
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The value of a choice that will accompany you throughout your life.

PRIMAVERA STUDIOS
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